FROM NARRATIVE MEDICINE TO APPRECIATIVE MEDICINE
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Abstract — Narrative medicine is a way of addressing the doctor-patient relationship, considered to be conducive to increasing empathy through the patient’s narrative of the disease and its associated symptoms [1]. The physician’s role in narrative medical practice is to listen to the patient, who tells him about the symptoms of the disease he suffers of, their stories being loaded with meaning for the patients. The patient experiences the disease as a series of sufferings, whose story encodes the symptoms that contribute to the diagnosis. The narrative of the disease itself has therapeutic valences. The experience of the disease, especially of the chronic one, is an existential condition for the patient, an experience of his own bodily uniqueness. The present paper presents a series of possible correlations between narrative and appreciative therapy, brought together in the sphere of narrative medicine.
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Introduction

Narrative medicine is a way of addressing the doctor-patient relationship, considered to be conducive to increasing empathy through the patient’s narrative of the disease and its associated symptoms [1]. The physician’s role in narrative medical practice is to listen to the patient, who tells him about the symptoms of the disease he suffers of, their stories being loaded with meaning for the patients. The patient experiences the disease as a series of sufferings, whose story encodes the symptoms that contribute to the diagnosis. The experience of the disease is denominated in the scientific literature as wounded humanity [2] by the loss, in various proportions, of the freedom of bodily limitations generated by the illness, the autonomy of a greater dependence on caregivers and the lack of knowledge necessary for proper management of self-care, as well as a change in self-image, including self-esteem in some situations [3]. The experience of the disease, especially of the chronic one, is an existential condition for the patient, an experience of his own bodily uniqueness. The narrative of the disease itself has therapeutic valences. Narrative medicine is an integrative approach that emphasizes the importance of anthropological, philosophical and literary studies in medicine practice. The practice of narrative medicine starts from the idea of honoring stories of illness [1], being an approach to patient-centered medicine. By increasing the empathic abilities of physicians, one pursues a humanization of the practice, and a personalization of it.

Narrative Practice

Narrative knowledge [4], [5] is the understanding of the meanings of messages embedded in the discourse, in the form of narratives filled with particular meaning for the narrator, and doubled by a specific emotional charge. The narrative approach to commu-
The narrative perspective focuses on the relationship between the storyteller (emitter) and the listener (receiver). It is this relationship that semantically invests the story, the narrative context generating a phenomenon of social construction [6] and establishing meaning on narrated social reality. The experience of chronic illness, for example, becomes a narrated experience [7] when the subject describes the symptoms in an explanatory manner, how they feel the symptoms, what associations the subject makes with different events in his life, what sense he attributes them - the exhortational role of suffering, or rather the punishment for various sins, the pedagogical dimension of suffering, etc.

The social-constructionist perspective emphasizes the construction of the way in which the subjects of the various social interactions build their meaning on the social reality. Based on these, individuals organize their own action, taking note of events and explaining them, in the context of social interaction, and within the interpretative communities - groups of individuals who participate in processes of negotiating the meaning of a social event. The narrative perspective emphasizes the subject of the social interaction as a key character in constructing the meanings that it gives to its own significant stories. The two perspectives are complementary, both aiming to capture how the community, namely the individual, makes sense to social reality. Disease as a social reality is different depending on its definition by the patients themselves, by doctors and the society in general.

Narrative knowledge involves the subject’s emotions and feelings, as much as is less susceptible to generalization [4] in the manner of classical epistemology. The narrative perspective, in complementarity with the socio-constructivist one, emphasizing the intersubjective side and the expressed identity, is inductively built, the universality being the result of an integrative process and not of one’s own omission. The experience of patient-centered medicine [8] becomes convergent with the narrative one, as long as the experimental uniqueness of each pathology is admitted [9].

The narrative perspective involves the existence of multiple perceptual positions. One and the same story, for example, the classic fairy tale, the same symbolic reality can be seen from radically different narrative perspectives, the experience narrated by the princess will radically differ from that of the Dragon and that of the Prince. The story permits the unification of perceptual positions, in a unique synthesis, that makes up the story. In medical practice, the perspective of the chronic patient can be combined with that of caregivers, be they family, care institutions, etc. Chronic conditions can be experienced starting from discomfort and pain, from the extent of disability and social dysfunctions in patient’s life, from social pressure to and from caregivers, from care resources, and so on.

The narrative perspective allows the transformation of experiences into characters, facilitating the therapeutic process and mobilizing the motivational resources of the person. Pediatric practice can benefit from the narrative content, transforming the experience of the disease into a fairytale, in which the child invested as a fairytale character faces the disease, but also the therapeutic discontent in the sense of initiatory attempts. Narrative medicine places the patient in the role of narrator — of his experiences in the actual life of the disease — and of a physician in the quality of co-construction of the narrative experience [10]. The construction of a narrative identity of the disease and the patient requires the fragmentation of the roles of the Capersian patient that assumes the different perceptual perspectives of his own story on the cornice condition.

The narrative perspective allows the transformation of experiences into characters, facilitating the therapeutic process and mobilizing the motivational resources of the person. Pediatric practice can benefit from narrative content, transforming the experience of the disease into a fairytale, in which the child, invested as a fairytale character, faces the disease, but also the therapeutic discontent in the sense of initiatory attempts. Narrative medicine places the patient in the role of a narrator - of his experiences in the actual life of the disease - and the physician as a co-constructor of narrative experience [10]. The construction of a narrative identity of the illness and the patient requires the fragmentation of the patient’s roles as a person who assumes the different perceptual perspectives of his own story on the chronic condition.

**DEFINITIONAL CEREMONIES IN NARRATIVE THERAPY**

A first perspective of narrative medicine is that the stories of the patient are the ones that matter [10], this approach being distanced by diagnostic protocols, which in the name of evidence-based standardization of medicine have sent the patient’s experience to a peripheral position, incompatible with adequate management of self-care and real autonomy. The principles of narrative medicine, explained by Rita Charon et al. [11], are: (1) action towards social justice; (2) disciplinary rigor; (3) inclusiveness; (4) tolerance of ambiguity; (5) participatory and nonhierarchical methods; and (6) relational and intersubjective processes.
The term **definitive ceremony** was introduced by Barbara Myerhoff [12], [13], and implies providing self-expression possibilities for the individual to be seen and understood in his own terms, others being witnesses to his being. Michael White introduces the term in therapeutic practice, emphasizing the role of the outsider witnesses in authenticating the subject’s experiences and constructions. The subject is invited to present significant stories about their own existence, an audience usually made up of subjects with whom they share similar experiences, and who play the role of external witnesses [14], [15].

Narrative therapy through the narrative definition ceremonies includes a series of stages:

**Stage 1:** The therapist or facilitator of narrative intervention requires the subject to respond to an interview that emphasizes the story of significant experiences. The other participant assists in the role of external witness.

**Stage 2:** External witnesses tell their own perception of the subject’s story.

**Stage 3:** The subject is invited to express his/her own feelings, impressions, ideas etc. to the ones outlined by the external witness.

**Stage 4:** Participants discuss their own experiences, aiming to understand why they made a particular statement or put a particular question [14].

**APPRECIATIVE MEDICINE**

A particular form of narrative medicine is proposed by Tel Franklin [16] as **appreciative medicine**. The origin of this technique can be identified in a method of organizational development called the appreciative survey proposed by Bushe and Coperrider in 1980 and then taken up in areas such as psychology, theology, sociology.

Cooperrider proposes the following operational definition of the appreciative survey: a co-transforming research of the positive from individuals and organizations. The appreciative survey is a transformation discovery of life-generating sources of living systems in their moments of maximum efficiency and maximum creative capacity in the economic, ecological, human field. The appraiser survey involves mobilizing interrogative capacity based on the principle of unconditionally positive questions. The extent of research is correlated with that of intervention by unleashing the innovative potential of creative imagination instead of denial and criticism [17].

Appreciative intelligence is defined as the ability to reflect and perceive generative potential in difficult situations and engage in intentional actions to turn potential into positive outcomes [18]. The three components of appreciative intelligence are: redefinition of the frame or “reframing”; appreciation of positive elements; how to evolve the future from the present [19]. Reframing is the change of perspective through which things are perceived. Positive appreciation is the ability to sense the positives in events, situations, obstacles, focusing from all the elements of an object on positive (affirmative) elements.

Providing unconditionally positive trust and appreciation of the achieved performance translates the subject’s experience as a successful story, or one appreciated by the researchers as being successful in other areas of the subject’s conduct, unlocking its creativity [20]. Example: A person’s quality of perseverance can be appreciated and gradually transformed into a winning mentality, since in essence, the winning mentality implies perseverance and tenacity doubled by a fair view of the development of events.

The principles of appreciative medicine aim at identifying the patient own well-being, perfect health that includes self-satisfaction regarding his/her own quality of life. Patient relationship is transformed from a care relationship into a partnership for health. Tel Franklin [16] considers that alternative medicine, as well as allopathic medicine, are both tributaries and limited in a problem-centered paradigm, that is, on illness and suffering. In the face of the therapist, another paradigm, namely health-centered, should be opened as a positive and natural state of the living system, much more adapted to us, in our opinion, of the idea of holistic, transmodern medicine. The fundamental transformation proposed by Tel Franklin’s appreciative therapy is to shift attention from the disease to a state of disorder of the living system, to the implicit order called perfect health [21].

**IMPLEMENTING APPRECIATIVE MEDICINE AS A FORM OF NARRATIVE MEDICINE**

Describing a narrative medicine program with patients, Robert Slocum [22], PhD, the narrative medicine facilitator at UK HealthCare, presents a narrative medicine program based on the appreciative specificity of the practice. Within this program, questions that facilitate practice are “What is your source of hope?” “Where do you get your strength?” Of course, patients are free to focus on other experiences, including concerns, memories, etc.

**DEVELOPING NARRATIVE AND APPRECIATIVE THERAPY IN ROMANIA**

Narrative therapy and narrative medicine began to develop in Romania starting from narrative practice programs developed through the Psytera Association
under the coordination of Associate Professor PhD Ovidiu Gavrilovici and his collaborators [23]. The appreciative inquiry was promoted by Professor PhD Ştefan Cojocaru, being mainly implemented in the sphere of social assistance. Starting from the appreciative inquiry, Professor PhD Antonio Sandu develops a series of appreciative practices, including appreciative counseling and appreciative therapy, combined under the appreciative ethics of care.

NARRATIVE AND APPRECIATIVE PERSPECTIVES IN PRACTICE

We present a series of possible questions that facilitate the narrative-appreciative dialogue with diabetic patients.

**Interviewing**: The operator informs the subject about the scientific-clinical purpose of his participation to the interview.

1. Can you please tell me how did you find out that you suffer from this disease?

**Instructions for the operator** — add clarifying questions about: How long does he/she suffer from diabetes? The context in which diabetes was diagnosed. How did he/she get diagnosed? Who and how did tell him/her the diagnosis? How did he/she feel when he/she got the diagnosis of diabetes? What was the first reaction? It insists on the significance of communicating the diagnosis, the subject and how it has changed the universe of values (the anticipated change at the time of diagnosis — he/she will not be able to consume certain dishes, he/she will be dependent on insulin injection, he/she will be stigmatized and marginalized, will have to take care of own person and health).

2. Tell us about a day in your life that you think have had a great success in your health state.

**Instructions for the operator** — add clarifying questions about: what it means for the subject to keep his/her health under control. What does he/she consider to be a successful adaptation to life with diabetes. Success in other areas of professional, social, family life. How can the successful strategy be transferred to the adaptation to the chronically ill condition. How can a successful strategy be used to increase the individual's social autonomy.

3. Tell us how you adapted yourself to the life of a person with diabetes?

**Instructions for the operator** — add clarifying questions about: What lifetime activities he / she believes he had to give up. If, how and by whom was the decision to give up those activities influenced? If, how and from who was informed about the disease. He/she considers that special attention needs to be paid by others and additional rights are required, due to the health condition? If he/she considers themselves as being a disabled person. If he/she is viewed as a person with disabilities. How does he/she feel about it? Give freedom to the subject to describe any experience that he/she considers to be an adaptation to the situation of a person with diabetes.

**Significant Stories Taken from Patients’ Discourse**

In the following, we will exemplify a series of significant stories from patient speeches, occasioned by research into the social construction of chronic diabetic disease.

“I tell you that, I do not know, either there should be more diabetologists, or more doctors. Because I tell you, that’s why I did not agree with it at all. I’m going there at 6 o’clock in the morning to take some exams, after I take the exams, then I go to the trio, I get an order number at 10:40, and I get to go to the doctor only at noon. So I’m losing a day or two to go to the diabetes specialist, and that’s why I’m rarely going, because I do not ... It’s a lot of people there, it’s busy, I do not know what should be done, and the diabetes clinics... they are private and us pensioners cannot afford it.”

(Diabetic Patient Interview)

The patient expresses his/her dissatisfaction regarding the difficult access to a specialist, effectively telling the difficulties encountered when he or she needs to get to the doctor for a specialist consultation.

Another element narrated by the patient is the importance of spirituality and family support in the process of coping with his own chronic condition. In the process of telling exceptional events that make sense of their own existence, the patient has the opportunity to reflect on the significance attributed to the events, and facilitates the construction of a narrative identity of the subject, which allows him to assert his autonomy and responsibility towards his own health condition.

“I was, for example, once at the grave of Father Cleopa (the tomb of a hierarch considered holy, place which has become a place for pilgrimage mn) with a nephew who is a priest there, and he told me to go there that he knew I had the Father Cleopa, to go tell him what I have to say, and of course ... back then I was a little bit nervous about my girl’s smoking, I did not know much about diabetes. That’s a long time ago. As long as I stayed at Mihai, for about two days or so, Ioana kept calling me and tells me to come home, because Mirela no longer smokes. “Yeah, right, Mirela doesn’t smoke. How can she not smoke? I left home yesterday and now Mirela no longer smokes.” She says, “Well, if I tell you she no more smokes. George offered her a cigarette and she threw it out of sight.” I said she was crazy, they were lying to me to come...
home, I did not think it was true. When I came home, Mirela did not smoke anymore, and then I said, “See, the help is great”. And I asked Mihai if he did some more substantial prayers, and he said not to blame it on him. Father Cleopa did it. And I felt very much support, help, spiritually. When I go to church, when I return home. I feel as if I’m more unloaded.” (Diabetic Patient Interview)

A NARRATIVE COMPETENCY TRAINING PROJECT IN THE FIELD OF NURSING

The training of narrative skills of doctors is generally pursued in some narrative medicine training programs [24]. The first such program was put into practice by Rita Charon, her being considered in fact the initiator of the idea of narrative medicine.

We continue to present a narrative training program of nursing training. The objectives of the research — intervention project based on narrative practice are:

The objective of the research is to identify the particularities of the social construction of the professional identity of nursing assistants in training. The research focuses on the role of social discourse that refers to the need for a certain emotional control over the patient and the real impact of stories that contribute to the formation of the professional identity of nurses. Among the objectives of the research are:

1. Identifying the main themes that influence the professional identity of nurses in training.
2. Identifying the social discourse of emotional neutrality that requires the separation of professional and personal identity from the work of health professionals that can influence the emotional management ability of the stories encountered in the clinical practice of future nurses.
3. Identifying stories as a way of social construction of reality in the medical field and professional skills developed implicitly.

The narrative medicine program is implemented in a post-highschool private health school as early as 2011, being adapted according to the model proposed by O. Gavrilovici [25] using techniques from the narrative approach, including the technique of the outsider witness and the technique of re-membering conversations. The narrative medicine program, as it is applied, creates a context that makes meaningful stories of the clinical practice of nurses in training, tales that are governed by certain speeches, dominant themes that can describe how the social context outlines the professional identity of nurses in training [26].

The narrative medicine program starts from the methodology proposed by Rita Charon (2006) that students complete some parallels charts in which they can write what they are not allowed to write in the official medical records, patients’ accusations, the patient’s consultation, his or her physician’s concerns, personal situations that the patient’s sight wakes up in the minds of doctors. Participating training nurses are invited to elevate such parallel cards during clinical practice, and then present them to co-researchers in informal meetings. The people in the audience will then note and express their ideas, the feelings, the perceptions, the expressions that have attracted their attention, the personal experience it has been evoked, the direction of action that has been suggested to it, etc. [26].

CONCLUSIONS

The use of the narrative perspective in medicine allows the medical staff to be sensitized to the patient’s experience of their own health condition. The narrative approach also allows for a better reflection on their own medical practice, and can help reduce the burnout of medical professionals. These techniques can facilitate the identity construction of healthcare professionals, improve their relationships with patients, and implement patient-centered medicine. Appreciative medicine, as a particular form of narrative medicine, emphasizes the strengths of the subject, whether patient or professional, identifying strategies to extend positive experiences to other aspects of personal or professional life, including patients, to self-care management.
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